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Asian Americans and Higher Education

for many people, Asian American minority groups evoke thoughts of elegant

cuisine and mysterious communities filled with exotic curio shops, or perhaps

politically-tinged reactions based upon the improvement in foreign relations

with the People's Republic of China or upon the threat of Japanese economic

competition. More knowledgeable individuals are likely to have a definite

and positive image of these groups. They are seen as once-oppressed racial

minorities that have attained some degree of success and are now assimilating

into the American middle class, largely through their intelligence, patience,

hard work, and resourcefulness. They are likely to be admired because

they appear to have achieved upward mobility by their own efforts and

through adherence to values that most Americans find admirable. This

favorable image has received a good deal of attention in newspaper and

magazine accounts which depict Asian Americans as "model minorities."
1

The success image has come under heavy criticism from Asian Americans

because it contains implied "lessons" to other minority groups on how

Progress should be made in American society. Furthermore, it ignores the

high price that has been paid through past suffering and economic losses,

the decline of traditional cultures and communities, and the uncritical

acceptance of American values and beliefs. The success image overlooks

existing community problems such as mental illness, crime and delinquency,

confusion over cultural identity, the poverty of the aged, and continuing

economic and social discrimination. 2
Perhaps most important, the new image

of Asian Americans ignores the large segments of the population that

liVe in abject poverty. For example, in the large Chinatown community of

San Francisco, one third of the population lives below the poverty line,

seventy-seven percent of the housing is substandard, the area is the
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second most crowded residential neighborhood in the nation and has the

highest rates of suicide and tuberculosis, it contains numerous garment shops

where women work for very low wages, and it has sadasly inadequate health,

educational and social services. 3 The image of Asian American success has

a certain validity, but the existence of major problems and the emergence

of Asian American activism must temper any new stereotypes of success and

notions of total sssimilation.

Asian Americans have experienced considerable upward mobility since

World War II. This is apparent in research that shows increasing proportions

of Asian Americans in upper occupational categories and Major gefng.

in level of income.
4

Tables 1 and 2 from the 1970 census present indicators of the

educational, income, poverty, and occupational btatus of Japanese,

Chinese, and Filipino Americans as compared to other minority groups and

to whites. The data reveal the extent to which Asian American groups

have, in the aggate, made progress along these dimensions. However

these statistics mask many of the problems mentioned earlier as well

as others. For instance,Chinese Americans exhibitaa bitadal pattern in

educational attainments, either having quite a bit or very little; in

California 22% of Chinese Americans have completed four or more years of

college while 35% have complete zero years of education.
5

Even well-

educated Asian Americans are not eve* distributed throughout the range

of upper occupational areas but tend instead to be concentrated in scientific-

technical professions such as engineering, dentistry, optometry, and

architecture. The reasons for this will be discussed later. Finally

there is the disturbing fact that despite the usually high relationship

between level of education and income, Asian Americans with higher levels

of education than whites have in the aggregate lower levels of income.
6
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These comments should serve to warn against viewing these and similar data

as indications of complete Asian American success.

Although Asian American mobility can be attributed to many sources,

previous research has emphasized the importance of high educational

achievements and especially the large proportions of Asian Americans

that enter colleges and universities.
7

In order to understand the role

of education bpyond its association with other socioeconomic indicators,

one must examine education as a part of the strategy developed by Asian

American groups to cope with and survive in American society, Finally

certain problem areas in higher education , often masked by attention

given to high educational attainments, must be explored to complete the

picture. This paper addresses itself to both of these concerns.

Asian American Strategy and Education

The term Asian American actually encompasses several ethnic groups

each with distinct cultures, communities, and experiences. Together

these groups today number about one and one-half million or 0.5% of

the population. The major groups are the Japanese (591,290), Chinese

(435,062), Filipinos (343,060), Hawaiians (106,760), and Koreans (96,927),

with smaller numbers of Samoans and other Pacific and Southeast Asian

8
peoples making up the remainder. Asian Americans are heavily concentrated

along the West and East coasts, but large numbers are also found in

inland urban centers such as Chicago. Because more is known about them

and because they are the largest groups, the discussion here 17ill focus

on the Chinese and Japanese Americans.

The Chinese came to America mainly during the period 1849 to 1882,

but the passage of restrictive immigration legislation 1.1 the latter year

did not entirely stop subsequent immigration.9 Most early Chinese
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came from the Canton area and considered themselves to be soujourners, or

people who would merely work in Amarie until the day when they could return

to China with tbeir nebumulettoOrwep/th. The desire for temporary

residence, the high cost of passage, immigration restrictions, and the

nature of most available labor employment all combined to limit the

early immigration to young males. The imbnlanced sex ratio in Chinese

communities existed well into the twentieth century, and it was not until

the 1920's and 1930's that large numbers of filmilieswtt^ in'evidence.

Chinatowns were highly isolated communities due to the temporary status

of many of its residents, the absence of families, the development of

an intricate and partially self-sustaining networksof community institutions,

and the racism exhibited by whites on the outdide. A largo American-born

generation of Chinese emerged prior to World War II and formed the basis

for an educated, new middle class in the years after 1945. With the

influx of refugees and immigrants from Taiwan, Hong Knng, and the Mainland

during the 1960's, Chinese communities today are composed of a blend of

old single men, two or more generations of families, and new working

class immigrants with backgrounds very different from those of the

original migrants.

Most Japanese immigration to America occurred from 1890 to 1924,

when an immigration act cut off the flow of newcomers.° Although some

Japanese were also soujourners, others made the decision to settle in

America and sent for wives. The communities created by the immigrant

ditlera.tion, the Issei, were oriented around family needs. The second

generation, or Nisei, were born in the 1920's and 1930's. With the onset

of World War II, 110,000 Japanese Americans were uprooted from their

communities and sent to concentration camps. After the war, the Nisei
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used their considerable energies and education to move into middle and

upper range occupations. Upward mobility has continued to the present

and the Nisei, and their Sansei children, have achieved a predominantly

middle class status.

To the extent that it is possible to generalize about group strategies

for adluatikqg to conditions in American society, the Nisei and the American-

born Chinese followed 'a strategy of accomodation. Accomodation is a

strategy of nonresistance, of avoiding confrontation with dominant groups,

of progressing at one's own pace and through one's own initiative, always

reacting and adapting to the obstacles posed by the larger society. 11

Accomodation means that an ethnic group adapts to a given set of conditions

as best it can, and then prepares itself through training and hard work

for the day when greater opportunities present themselves. The strategy

requires an exceptional amount of patience, stoicism, and willingness to

suffer rather than to aggressively resist injustice and fight for

better opportunities. Accomodation has as its basis certain Asian cultural

values that stress acquiescence, obediance, fatalistic resispOkon,

and the willingness to suffer quiet4. Giventhe extent of discrimination

and violence visited, upon the early immigrants, the strategy may have

been a realistic and pragmatic one.
12

A key element of the accomodation

strategy is educational achivement. Immigrant parents constantly

proded their children to get good grades and to strive for a college

education as a means of bettering their situation. The emphasis on

education is revealed in the large numbers of Chinese and Japanese who

went to colleges and universities, and of course is reflected in the

present high aggregate levels of education for these groups. Fortunately
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n decline in antiAsian racism after the war coupled with expanding economic

opportunities allowed the well-trained Chinese and Japanese to move into

white collar occupations and make the accomodation strategy work.

While young Asian American activists today criticize the accomodation

strategy, pointing to the need for more politically assertive forms

of group behavior, the stress on educational achievement has not abated.

For example, in a pilot study conducted by the author among 508 Japanese

American and white students in Seattle in 1971, 90% of ttie Japanese

Americans as compared to 52% of the whites reported that they expected

to continue on to a college education. Similarly, in a study of Japanese

American secondary school students in Los Angeles, Audrey Schwartz

notes that 85% aspire to a college education.
13_

Whether high

educational attainments will continue to be linked to group mobility,

and whether they will persist even as new group strategies are

developed are key issues for future research.
14

Educational Problem Areas

Unfortunately the story of Asian Americans and higher education is

not one of unqualified success. Several important problem areas must

be examthed to complete the picture. The first is the old but continuing

problem of the apparent lack of oral and writing skills among Asian

American students.
15

Students tend to fear and avoid verbal classroom

participaton, find to be hesistant, disorganized, and nervous when called

upon to speak. Written work is often weak, rambling, and unimaginative.

These characteristics perpetuate a stereotype of Asian Americans as

quiet and unexpress4.ve, and foreign in the sense that they have not

appeared to have mastered the English language. Part of the problem is

a deficiency in language skills which, in turn, is attributable to many
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sources. Traditional Asian values that stressed obediance to authority,

subordination and sensitivity to the wishes of others, conformity and

fatalistic acquiescence to outside forces did not allow for, nor reward,

the quality of discussion and interaction that would develop language

skills. Imposed upon behavior within the family, these values again

served to stifle interaction. Children were to be seen but not heard,

and most communication was directed downward from parent to child. In

many households, Chinese or Japanese was spoken, further diminishing the

chanve of developing facility with English. The existence of racism

reinforced these cultural patterns by impressing upon the individual the

importance of silence and inconspicuousness. In secondary schools

and colleges, Asian American students were encouraged to enter fields

requiring tactile or artthmetic skills, partly because some lacked

facility with English, and partly because prevailing patterns of

job discrimination were not as restrictive in scientific-technical

occupations. Again verbalization was not always rewarded and once the

stereotype of the quiet Asian American became widespread, it functioned

As . a self-fulfilling expectation both for students and teachers.

Culture, racism, and schools had their impact not only in preventing

facility with the English language, but also by promoting a lack of

self confidence, inner strength, and positive sense of self that

would lead to more assertive forms of behavior, including those

6
related to communication. Cultural patterns of obedience and acquiescence,

backed by a racism that nenezatca fear and denied the worth of Asian

cultures and ,:oranunities, and an educational system that ignored

Asian contributions and stressed the virtues of white middle class

America, all contributed to the development of weak, unassertive
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individuals.

The problem with langpage still exists. For instance, Scholastic

Aptitude Test verbal scores for Educational Opportunity Program Asian

Americans at the University of Colorado average about 100 points below

17
math scores. And though many Asian Americans are moving into fields

related to the humanities and social sciences, a strong emphasis on

technical-scientific areps continues, perhaps because of existing

language difficulties, or perhpps becauw of student, community, and

counselor images based on past experience of the kinds of occupations

"appropriate" for Asian Americans. A SPrNey of students at the University

of California-Davis noted that 58.8% of the Asian Amc4can undergraduates

were majoring in the natural and physical sciences (compared to 38% of

the nonAsians), and only 22% in the humanities and social sciences.
18

Similarly, a study at the University of California- Berkeley reported that

74.3% of American born Chinese males and 68% of American born Japanese

males were going into engineering or the physical sciences.
19

Student who perform poorly in classroom discussions or with

written work are penalized by teachers who see this as evidence of,,

inadequate preparation or a lack of intelligence. Serious emotional;

problems have sftrfaced where students, under pressure to get good

grades, fail to perform satisfactorily in courses requring language

skills, in spite of their best efforts. Partial remedies have been

initiated in the form of counseling for Asian students and their

instructors, and in the special English classes for Asian Americans

'created., at the University of California-Berkeley and the University

of Colorado. Obviously the seriousness and depth of the problem calls

for more extensive solutions.
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A sectud:vroblm in higker education is the stress resulting from pressures f 4

for high levels of school achievement from families and communities. From an

early age, an Asian American child is subject to strong family admonitions to

do wel1 in school. Parents take an intense interest in the progress of their

children. Students are encouraged to win scholastic honors and to compete

with one another for high grades. In addition, the student is constantly

reminded of the value of a good education in a harsh and competitive world,

and of the scarifiees that his parents make so that he may attend school,

especially at the college level. Chinese and Japanese communities back

this concern for education by prominently publ!cizing the names of students

that win high hours or achieve outstanding grades. This heightens the

4:* sense of competitiveness among students and makes student achievements

an important source of individual and family status in the community.
20

The stress that results from such pressures has ccme under attack by

Asian American activists who question the validity and relevance of

the educational institution's which are receiving so much attention, and

the apparent preoccupation with mobility and assimilation of many who

strive for high educational achievement. Psychologists and social workers

have also commented on a varttty of disorders that may stem from educational

pressures ranging from acute tension and nervousness to serious mental

illnesses. Since many Asian Americans are reluctant to teak help, the

extent and nature of these disorders has only recently come to light.
21

Stresses and disorders are of course greatest for individuals who, for

reasons of motivation or intelligence and aptitude-, cannot meet high

parental and community expectations. Problems are especially acute

at the college level when sttidents are forced to continue their education,

'iOton in spoeifio fields of study, by their parents, Such students'
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seldom reboil 47-1:- fear of social ostracism or the shame that such behavior

might bting to themselves and their families. The stresses of education

are sometimes compounded by cultural conflicts and serious questions about

ethnic identity that come to light only when students leave their ethnic

communities to attrmd predominontely white colleges. The absence of

neighborhood socioemotional contacts, and the necessity of making major

decisions such as the selection of a career or a marriage partner exacerbate

educational and identity problems. Asian Americans have begun to addeess

these concerns through counseling services in Educational Opportunity

Programs and the extension of reguakr university psychiatric and counseling

facilities. However many in need do not seek such assistqnce either because

of an unawareness of the nature of their problems, a fear that assistance

will stigmatize the individual, or because of feelings that one must

be self reliant and quietly suffer through any difficulties that he faces.

A third problem area in higher education concerns the reluctance of

universities to hire'qualified Asian American adminstrators, faculty and

staff, to actively recruit Asian American graduate and professional school

students, to provide financial assistance and support services in line with

Asian American student needs, and to ignore the history, contributions,

and problems of Asian Americans in the college curriculum. These problems,

of course, are faced by all minority groups, but several factors generally

combine to make the situation worse for Asian Americans.

First, Asian American groups are often not seen as legitimate

minorities, either because of their small numbers in a, particular locale,

or because they have achieved a certain amount of mobility into the middle

class. This results in the exclusion of Asian Americans from whatever

college programs, such as affirmative action or ethnic studies that
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might be mounted to alleviate educational problems] While Blacks and

Chicanos are usually included automatically in minority programs, Asian

Americans are called upon to "prove" their minority status, a difficult

situation because of the absence of comprehensive research on the status

of Asian American groups. The latter difficulty, in turn, is partly

created by feelings that research on Asian American communities is

somehow not as important or relevant as that concerning other minorities,

which leads even Asian Americnn scholars awavfrom this topic, and is

reinforced by the reluctance of funding agencies to provide research

monies for such endeavors.

Second, there is sometimes an absence of support by local Asian

American communities for the inclusion of Asian Americans in college

minority programs because of feelings that such an identification may

hurt the progress achieved by Asian American groups. Lack of support

sometimes translates into active opposition as was mounted at the

University of Colorado against the formation of an Asian American

Educational. Opportunity Program. Fortunately, in some instances,

considerable support is forthcoming as in the case of demonstrations

at Seattle Community College for the hiring of Asian American adminstrators.

A third difficulty faced by Asian Americans is that they are often

the last campus minority group to make demands upon the adminstration.

Being last sometimes has meant that administrators were already receptive

toethnic demands because of their past experience. Moreoften however,

being last has sJaeant-having to face intransigent adminatrators hardened

by battles with other minority groups, or by concerns over decling

university budgets, The result has usually been the exCluSion of

Wan Americans from many college efforts to alleviate minority-eduCaticnal
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problems, or the establishment of program that are underfunded, understaffed,

and highly unsftble, even by comparison to those of other minority groups.

Another unfortunate occurrence has been the resistance on some campuses

of other minority groups who resent what they consider to be a drain on

already scarce resources. Being the last established with few resources

has also meant that Asian American programs have not always been able to

develop the constitutency of supporters, nadseary'Yconneatiens" and an

understandd Wcilfbudget and political processes, or the, image of institutional

permanence that would see them through crises.

A final difficulty for Asian Americans has to do with the composition

of the groups lmmped under the heading "Asian American." Although there

are important similarities among Asian American ethnic groups, there are also

major cultural and expnriential differnees. These must be taken into

account in college programs dealing with these groups. Given the

small size of most Asian American programs, their task becomes almost

an impossible one if they are to address different problems and needs

for several Asian groups.

In conclusion it should be pointed. out that even where Asian Americans

have been accorded whatever small benefits that might accrue to other

minority groups, their situation has not always improved. For instance,

the &elusion of Asian Americans in some professional school affirmative
0,

action programs which have formal or informal group quotas has resulted

in a net decrease in Asian American students, who were already overrepresented

in the school population relative to their numbers in the local area

prior to the implementation of affirMatiV.0 aPtloP or it has also

been the Case in sOme-schbolS:that the number of qualified Asian Americans

Who"COnldgain admittance under normal Prooedures !exceeds that
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nilowed in under minority program policies. Also there has been a tendency,

to include foreign-born Abiansas Asian Americans in administrative, falmlty, and

Student censuses conducted by colleges. Since foreign..born Abians

are sometimes present in significant numbers, especially among the faculty

and students in the physical sciences, their inclusion gives the impression

that Asian Americans are well represented. This creates problems for

those working for the acceptance of Asian Americans in Ainority program

efforts. On the one hand it is the case that the foreign-born are

part of the minorities that come under the heading "Asian American." On

the other hand, the experiences of the foreign-born are different from

those born and raised in America, -.and colleges often use this

expanded definition to deny further benefits to Asian Americans. Asian

Americans have tended to use whichever form of the definition suits their

immediate purposes, but the dilemma, at least in the abstract, remains.

Asian American_

Partly in response to some of the preceeding problem areas, efforts

were made beginning in 1968 to establish Aoinn American studies programs

and Educational Opportunity Programs (EOP) on numerous college campuses.

Though sometimes seen as being identical, the two do have different

objectives. EOP programs are involved with minority student recruitment,

with assistance in the areas of admission and financial assistance, and

with the provision of support services such as counseling and tutoring.

Although ethnic studies progrnms may perform some of the above functions,

they are basically academic progtams that concentrate on teaching end reseerch4

Both types of programs have experiencednony of the difficulties described

in the previeus section. In addition Asinn American studies programs have

had-to deal with other problems.
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Like other ethnic studios programs, Asian American studies have presented

a challenge to higher education, both in terms of the biases in its perspectives

that have lead to a disregard or devaluation of minority group experiences

in teaching and research, and in terms of the lack of relevance of academic

22
knowledge individual students and their communities. Ethnic studies

proponents view themselves as asking gin/questions and generating new

.perspectives that will stimulate research and result in the elimination

of biases from the body of knowledge concerning minority groups. Since 1968,

Asian American programs have been initiated on scores of campuses, especially

in California and on the East Coast. But with severe' outstanding exceptions

to the contrary, most programs are relatively small in terms of course

offerings, size of staff, and student enrollment. The objectives of studies

programs are diverse and often a particular program reflects different

concerns at 'various ?canes in. timnor even simultaneously. One objective

has been a focus on the individual and his ethnic identity, with its concern

for exploration of historical materiels end social psychological topics

such es cultural conflict, alienation, and personality development. Another

objective has moved beyond e preoccupation with problemsin the college itself

to those of Asian American commudities on the outside. Student involvement

on this level has token the form of community action research.on4internships

in community-based service programs or other forms of practice' experience .

supplemented by coursework taken as a preparation for these kinds of activities.

The development of distinctively Asian American cultural patterns through

creative writing artwork, filmmaking and similar pursuits is another

discernable goal of Studies programs. Some programs have political concerns

that are manifested in the troation-of left ideologies and critiques of

American institutions, or in political activity in'conjunctien with the
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resolution of local community problems, or in attempts to influence the policies

of legislative bodies concerned with higher education. Examples of latter

are the report, Ar.ian Americans in Public Ewa Education,prepared for a

California state legislative committee, and the participation of Asian

Americans. on governmental bodies such as the Washington State Commission

on Asian American Affairs. Studies programs have also been involved with

the development of curriculum materials for colleges and public schools, and

**------with the dissemination of information through commissions, conferences,

and workshops concerned with education. Finally another program objective has been

the federation of scholarly research on the nature and status of Asian

American groups.

The plethora of objectives b=eing addressed by Asian American studies

programs has been a source of problems. A major debate reenters around the

development of academic programs versus a greater involvement in local

/1)

community problems. Other clevages are apparent because of particular

ideological perspectives that have emerged, especially in regard to

this debate. Studies programs are currently under attack by community

activistsfor their neglect of concrete community problems, by academicians

for their lack of scholarly rigor and attention to.research and by

college administrators anxious to eliminate what they view as extraneous

programs. The underfunding and understaffing of most programs, the lack

of certain curriculum materiels, and the eboenei OfseciorAidatibmbetween

programs further serve'to place Asian American studies in a precarious

position.

The Possible decline Of. Asian American studies and EOP programs

will be felt beyond the college.enyironment. < Asiatn American programs,

4hatever their Objective's have served ea integral parts of the emerging
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activism in Asian American communities.
23

Unlike the community activism

of perhaps any other minority group, the Asian American "movement" in

communities has relied very heavily t campus progrnms for students,

funds, materials, and even ideologies. Sometimes this relationship

has been a direct wok as in the case where studies programs provide

opportunities for student participation in community efforts such as

legal or medical clinics, social service organizations, or artistic

collectives. At other times the relationship has been less direct.

For instance, studies programs may sensitize students to community

problems and stimulate a concern for immediate service or for future

community activity as teachers, social workers, or community organizers.

This reliance on campus programs was probably greater in past years than

today as community activists are finding their own sources of manpower,

resources, and rationales. To a certain extent, .differences

between working or lower class "streot" activists and middle

crivionts bw,t. conflicts and placed the latter in a very

marginal position within some communities. Muve:thoLo04,7

are still affected by Asian American programs at colleges, and any

decline in these programs will be felt in Asian American communities.

Conclusion

This paper has attempted to overview the significance and problems

to higher education for Asian Americans. The picture is one of n mixture,

of high levels of achievement alongside serious problem prone, of accomodation

strategies and a new sense of militance of mobility and an attempt to

reach out for ethnic identity and a new sense of community. Further work

is needed to examine all of the topics presented, bUt hepefally.new research

Willibw:mipdful.6$1.0he general cehtextoutlinedhere.
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Table 1

Income, Education, and Poverty Status of Asian Americans,
Other Minority Groups, and Whites

Japanese Chinese Filipinos Blacks Chicanos Native
Americans

Whites

Median
Education
(in years)

12.5 12.4 12.2 9.8 8.1 9.8 12.1

Median
Family $12,515 $10,610 $9,318 $6,063 $6,962 $5,832 $9,961
Income

Persons
Below 7.5% 13.3% 13.7% 34.8% 27.7% 38.3% 10.9%

Poverty Line

Sources: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Subject Reports
PC(2)-1C, PC(2)-1F, PC(2)-111, PC(2)-10, PC(1)-1C, 1970.

*Persons of Spanish Origin-Mexican Descent (excludes persons of Spanish
Origin of Cuban and Puerto Rican descent).
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Table 2

Occupational Status of Asian Americans, Other Minority Groups,

and Whites

* *

Otcupations-
Males Only

Japanese Chinese Filipinos Blacks Chicanos Native Whites

Americans

Professional-Technical 237. 31% 21% 6% 5% 10% 15%

ManagerialAdministr. 14 15 4 3 5 6 9

Sales Workers 6 4 2 2 3 2 8

Clerical 8 7 9 8 5 5 18

Craftsmen-Foremen 21 8 15 17 24 24 14

Operatives 8 10 15 31 28 24 17

Laborers, None- 9 2 7 15 12 12 4

Farmers 4 1 1 1 1 3 2

Laborers, Farm 2 * 8 3 8 4 1

Service Workers 5 21 19 14 9 9 10

Pvt. Household Wkrs. * * * * * 1

Sources: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Subject Reports

PC(2)-1C, PC(2)-1F, PC(2)-1B, PC(2)-1G, PCW-1C, 1970.

*less than 1%

**Persons of Spanish-Origin-Mexican Descent
(excludes persons of Spanish

Origin of Cuban and Puerto Rican descent).


